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INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE or the Department) prepared this Environmental Synopsis pursuant
to the Department’s responsibilities under section 1021.216 of DOE’s National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) Implementing Procedures set forth in 10 CFR Part 1021. This synopsis summarizes the
consideration given to environmental factors and records that the relevant environmental consequences of
reasonable alternatives were evaluated in the process of selecting projects seeking financial assistance
under Round 3 of the Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI). DOE selected five applicants seeking financial
assistance under CCPI Round 3 during its merit review process. In addition to financial and technical
elements, DOE considered relevant environmental factors and consequences of the projects proposed to
DOE in response to the funding opportunity announcements. As required by section 1021.216, this
synopsis does not contain business, confidential, trade secret or other information that statutes or
regulations would prohibit DOE from disclosing. It also does not contain data or other information that
may in any way reveal the identity of the offerors.1

BACKGROUND
Coal is an abundant and indigenous energy resource and supplies almost 50 percent of the United States’
electric power. Demand for electricity is projected to increase by more than 30 percent by 2030. Based
on analyses conducted by the EIA, it is projected that this power increase can only be achieved if coal use
is also increased. Furthermore, nearly half of the nation’s electric power generating infrastructure is more
than 30 years old, with a significant portion in service for twice as long. These aging facilities are - or
soon will be - in need of substantial refurbishment or replacement. Additional capacity must also be put
in service to keep pace with the nation’s ever-growing demand for electricity. Therefore, DOE expects
that nearly half of the nation’s electricity needs will continue to be served by coal for at least the next
several decades. Given heightened awareness of environmental stewardship, while at the same time
meeting the demand for a reliable and cost-effective electric power supply, it is clearly in the public
interest for the nation’s energy infrastructure to be upgraded with the latest and most advanced
commercially viable technologies to achieve greater efficiencies, environmental performance, and costcompetitiveness. However, to realize acceptance and replication of these advanced technologies into the
electric power generation sector, the technologies must first be demonstrated (i.e., designed and
constructed to industrial standards and operated at significant scale under industrial conditions).
Public Law 107-63, enacted in November 2001, first provided funding for the Clean Coal Power
Initiative, or CCPI. The CCPI is a multi-year federal program tasked with accelerating the commercial
readiness of advanced multi-pollutant emissions control, combustion, gasification, and efficiency
improvement technologies to retrofit or repower existing coal-based power plants and for deployment in
new coal-based generating facilities. The CCPI encompasses a broad spectrum of commercial-scale
demonstrations that target environmental challenges, including reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, by boosting the efficiency at which coal is converted to electricity or other energy forms. The
CCPI is closely linked with DOE’s research and development activities directed toward creating ultraclean, fossil fuel-based energy complexes in the 21st century. When integrated with other DOE
initiatives, the CCPI will help the nation successfully commercialize advanced power systems that will
produce electricity at greater efficiencies, produce almost no emissions, and create clean fuels. Improving
power plant efficiency is a potentially significant way to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in the
near- and midterm. In the longer term, the most recent future funding opportunity announcements targeted
CCPI technologies employing CO2 capture and storage, or beneficial reuse.
Accelerating

1

The five projects selected for awards are identified in this synopsis and information on these projects is available
on the DOE National Energy Technology Laboratory web site at
http://www.netl.doe.gov/technologies/coalpower/cctc/ccpi/index.html.
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commercialization of clean coal technologies also positions the United States to supply these technologies
to a rapidly expanding world market.
Congress provided for competitively awarded federal cost-shared funding for CCPI demonstration
projects. In contrast to other federally funded activities, CCPI projects are not federal projects seeking
private investment; instead, they are private projects seeking federal financial assistance. Under the CCPI
funding opportunities, industry proposes projects that meet its needs and those of its customers while
furthering the national goals and objectives of DOE’s CCPI. Demonstration projects selected by the
CCPI program become private-public partnerships that satisfy a wide set of industry and government
needs. Through the CCPI program, industry may satisfy its short-term need to retrofit or repower a
facility, develop new power generating capacity, or obtain critical economic or technical evaluation of
emerging commercial-scale technologies, all for the benefit of its customers. By providing financial
incentives to the energy sector that reduce risks associated with project financing and technical challenges
for emerging clean coal technologies, the government: (a) supports the verification of commercial
readiness leading toward the long-term objective of transitioning the nation’s existing fleet of electric
power plants to more efficient, environmentally sound, and cost-competitive facilities; and (b) facilitates
the adoption of technologies that can meet more stringent environmental regulation through more
efficient power generation, advanced environmental controls, and production of environmentally
attractive energy carriers and byproduct utilization.
DOE selects projects for CCPI funding in a series of rounds, each of which starts with a Funding
Opportunity Announcement (FOA) that asks project proponents to submit applications for federal costsharing for their demonstration projects. DOE issued the first CCPI FOA (Round 1) in March 2002 and a
second FOA (Round 2) in February 2004. These funding opportunities focused on projects involving
advanced coal-based power generation, including gasification, efficiency improvements, optimization
through neural networking, environmental and economic improvements, and mercury control. For Round
3, DOE issued a Financial Assistance FOA on August 11, 2008 (DE-PS26-08NT43181) to solicit
applications and subsequently issued Amendment 005 (as DE-FOA-0000042) on June 9, 2009, to reopen
the FOA and provide a second closing date (August 24, 2009) for additional applications. Projects
receiving awards under the amended FOA could be funded, in whole or in part, with funds appropriated
by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law 111-5.
Applications for demonstrations under CCPI Round 3 were evaluated against specific programmatic
criteria:
• Technology merit, technical plan, and site suitability;
• Project organization and project management plan;
• Commercialization potential;
• Funding plan;
• Financial business plan.
Evaluations against these criteria represented the total evaluation scoring. However, the selection official
also considered the results of the environmental evaluation and the applicant’s budget information and
financial management system, as well as program policy factors, in making final selections.
As a Federal agency, DOE must comply with NEPA (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.) by considering potential
environmental issues associated with its actions prior to deciding whether to undertake these actions. The
environmental review of applications received in response to the CCPI Round 3 FOA was conducted
pursuant to Council on Environmental Quality Regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts
1500 - 1508) and DOE’s NEPA Implementing Procedures (10 CFR Part 1021), which provide directions
specific to procurement actions that DOE may undertake or fund before completing the NEPA process.
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PURPOSE AND NEED
The purpose and need for DOE’s selections of projects under the CCPI Program are to satisfy the
responsibility Congress imposed on the Department to demonstrate advanced coal-based technologies that
can generate clean, reliable, and affordable electricity in the United States.
The specific objectives of the Round 3 FOAs were:
•

The CO2 capture process must operate at a CO2 capture efficiency of at least 90 percent;

•

Progress is made toward carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) at less than a 10 percent increase in
the cost of electricity for gasification systems and less than 35 percent increase for combustion and
oxy-combustion systems;

•

Progress is made toward CCS of 50 percent of plant CO2 output at a scale sufficient to evaluate the
full impact of the carbon capture technology on plant operations, economics, and performance; and

•

At least 300,000 tons per year of CO2 emissions from the demonstration plant must be captured and
sequestered or put to beneficial use.

ALTERNATIVES
DOE received eleven (11) applications in response to the initial FOA (issued August 11, 2008) for CCPI3, all of which were determined to have met the mandatory eligibility requirements listed in the FOA.
The applications covered a wide geographic range, including sites in fourteen different states representing
nearly every region of the country. In response to the reopened FOA (issued June 9, 2009), DOE
received thirty eight (38) applications, of which twenty five (25) were determined to have met the
mandatory eligibility requirements listed in the FOA. The requirements for the reopened FOA were the
same as for the initial. The twenty five applications offered projects involving sites in nineteen different
states representing nearly all geographic regions of the country. Several applicants in the initial FOA also
resubmitted modified applications in response to the reopened FOA. The applications were evaluated
against technical, financial and environmental factors. The criteria for evaluating applications received
under CCPI-3 were published in the FOA. The technical and financial evaluations resulted in separate
numerical scores; the environmental evaluation, while not scored, was considered in making selections.
Each applicant was required to complete and submit a standard environmental questionnaire for each site
proposed in its application.
The evaluations focused on the technical description of the proposed project, financial plans and budgets,
potential environmental impacts, and other information that the applicants submitted. Following reviews
by technical, environmental and financial panels and a comprehensive assessment by a merit review
board, a DOE official selected those projects that best met the CCPI program’s purpose and need. By
broadly soliciting proposals to meet the programmatic purpose and need for DOE action and by
evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with each proposal before selecting projects,
DOE considered a reasonable range of alternatives for meeting the purpose and need of the CCPI Round
3 solicitation.
For the initial FOA, applications were divided into three broad categories:
•

Retrofit of CCS to an existing integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) facility or to an IGCC
facility under construction;

•

Retrofit of CCS to an existing pulverized coal (PC)-fired facility; and

•

Construction and operation of new IGCC or Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) facilities with
integrated CCS.
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DOE received no less than two applications in each of the above groupings, which provided DOE with a
range of reasonable alternatives for meetings the Department’s need to demonstrate, at a commercial
scale, new technologies that capture CO2 emissions from coal-based power plants and either sequester the
CO2 or put it to beneficial reuse. The applications included demonstration of CCS integrated into new
facilities using advanced technologies for power generation, as well as retrofits of CCS to existing
facilities or ones already under construction, including both advanced and conventional technologies for
power generation.
For the reopened FOA, DOE divided the applications into four groups, because of the larger number of
submissions received:
•

Retrofit of CCS to an existing plant (already permitted and operating);

•

Retrofit of CCS to a planned or authorized power plant (but not yet constructed or operating);

•

Construction and operation of a new power plant with CCS on an existing industrial site; and

•

Construction and operation of a new power plant with CCS on an undeveloped site.

DOE received no less than four applications in each of the above groupings.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
DOE assembled environmental review teams to assess all applications that met the mandatory
requirements. The review teams considered twenty (20) resource areas that could potentially be impacted
by the projects proposed under CCPI-3. These resource areas consisted of:
Aesthetics

Floodplains

Soils

Air Quality

Geology

Surface Water

Biological Resources

Ground Water

Transportation and Traffic

Climate

Human Health and Safety

Utilities

Community Services

Land Use

Wastes and Materials

Cultural Resources

Noise

Wetlands

Environmental Justice

Socioeconomics

The review teams were composed of environmental professionals with experience evaluating the impacts
of power plants and energy-related projects, and with expertise in the resource areas considered by DOE.
The review teams considered the information provided as part of each application, which included
narrative text, worksheets, and the environmental questionnaire(s) for the site(s) proposed by the
applicant. In addition, reviewers independently verified the information provided to the extent practicable
using available sources commonly consulted in the preparation of NEPA documents, and conducted
preliminary analyses to identify the potential range of impacts associated with each application.
Reviewers identified both direct and indirect, as well as short-term impacts, which might occur during
construction and start-up, and long-term impacts, which might occur over the expected operational life of
the proposed project and beyond. The reviewers also considered any mitigation measures proposed by
the applicant and any reasonably available mitigation measures that may not have been proposed.
Reviewers assessed the potential for environmental issues and impacts using the following
characterizations:
•

Beneficial – Expected to have a net beneficial effect on the resource in comparison to baseline
conditions.
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•

None (negligible) – Immeasurable or negligible in consequence (not expected to change baseline
conditions).

•

Low – Measurable or noticeable but of minimal consequence (barely discernable change in baseline
conditions).

•

Moderate – Adverse and considerable in consequence but moderate and not expected to reach a level
of significance (discernable, but not drastic, alteration of baseline conditions).

•

High – Adverse and potentially significant in severity (anticipated substantial changes or effects on
baseline conditions that might not be mitigable).

Applications in Response to the Initial FOA
Based on the technologies and sites proposed, none of the applications for the initial FOA were deemed to
have a high potential for adverse impacts in nineteen of the twenty resource areas. However, four
applications could have a potential for high adverse impacts to biological resources. The following
impacts by resource area were considered in the selection of candidates for award:
Aesthetics – No impacts would be expected for one project at an existing power plant. Low to moderate
impacts would be expected for other existing facilities or facilities to be constructed. Impacts ranged
from temporary impacts during construction to new construction within the line-of-sight of public
property, including nearby roads and highways.
Air Quality – Low to moderate impacts would be expected from emissions of criteria pollutants from new
sources and fugitive emissions of dust. Compliance with Prevention of Significant Deterioration
increments would be required for three projects; and new source reviews would be required for four
projects. Increased emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and ammonia would be expected
for more than half of the projects. Some increase in cooling tower drift could be expected for two
projects.
Biological Resources – Four applications could potentially impact threatened or endangered species or
their critical habitat, waterfowl and other migratory bird flyways or their crucial habitat, or wildlife
refuges either because of new plant construction or installation of pipelines for CO2 transport. No
impacts were expected for two projects at existing plants. Low to moderate potential impacts would be
expected for five applications.
Climate – No impacts would be expected for four projects at existing power plants. Low to moderate
impacts would be expected for other existing facilities or facilities to be constructed. Impacts ranged
from potential operational impacts from severe weather to localized increases in fogging or icing.
Successful demonstration of CCS could contribute to reduced carbon footprints of fossil-fuel power
plants.
Community Services – No impacts would be expected at the sites of two existing plants. Low to
moderate impacts would be expected for the remaining applications. Generally, projects anticipating a
larger temporary workforce during construction would be expected to place a higher demand on
community services – particularly in smaller, more rural communities where currently existing
community services are more limited.
Cultural Resources – No impacts would be expected at three existing facilities. Low to moderate
impacts would be expected for the remaining applications. Potential impacts include tribal concerns over
pipeline routes. Impacts would vary with the extent of known tribal claims and their proximity to the
proposed project or pipeline route.
Environmental Justice – No impacts would be expected for five applications with no environmental
justice populations present. There is a moderate potential for environmental justice issues at all but one of
the remaining sites either because of environmental justice populations near the proposed site or along a
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proposed pipeline route. Potential impacts at the remaining site are expected to be low because of more
limited environmental justice populations in the project area.
Floodplains – No impacts would be expected for two proposed projects. Low to moderate potential
impacts during construction or pipeline routing would be expected for the remaining proposed projects.
Geology – The potential for low to moderate impacts exists for all applications either from CO2 injection
into saline aquifers or use for enhanced oil recovery. Some impacts could be expected from increased
demand for coal if such demand contributes to opening new coal mines or expanding existing mines.
Ground Water – No impacts would be expected for one application involving an existing facility. Low to
moderate impacts could be expected for the other applications. Impacts could include displacement of
saline waters in reservoirs targeted for CO2 injection or loss of CO2 containment should injection
pressures be too high.
Human Health and Safety – Potential impacts would be low to moderate and consist mainly of hazards
associated with construction. The level of risk is generally related to the size and complexity of the
planned construction. There could also be risk to human health and safety from loss of containment of
CO2 during transport and injection. This risk is present for all applications and generally varies from low
to moderate with distance and population density along the CO2 transport route where shorter routes
through sparsely populated areas would have a lower risk than longer routes through regions of higher
population.
Land Use – No impacts were identified for applications at existing facilities where the proposed project
would not increase the footprint of the existing plant. Low to moderate impacts would be expected for
applications proposing new construction. The level of potential impacts would generally be higher for
new facilities on land currently used for other than industrial purposes. The assessment of impacts
included both the plant site, sequestration site, and required pipeline routes for CO2 transport.
Noise – No impacts would be expected for one project at an existing power plant. Low to moderate
impacts could result from increases to ambient noise during construction and operation. Impacts would
generally vary with distance and population density.
Socioeconomics – Expected impacts would be low for all applications. All applications would provide
some additional employment during construction and operations. Most employment opportunities would
be in the local area.
Soils – No impacts would be expected for one project at an existing power plant. Low impacts related to
increased erosion during construction would be expected for other existing facilities requiring new
pipelines or new facilities to be constructed.
Surface Water – Low to moderate impacts, including increased demand for cooling water and discharges
to surface waters, would be expected for most of the applications. Some applications offered plans to
maximize on-site reuse of water. Sediment control during construction was also considered.
Transportation and Traffic – Low to moderate impacts to traffic flow would be expected for all
applications. Impacts would generally be higher during construction. Impacts expected during operations
vary depending on increased rail or truck traffic. Projects in more rural areas would generally have lower
impacts than new or existing facilities in more urban areas, where some increases in travel time could be
expected during periods of peak construction.
Utilities – Low to moderate impacts would be expected for all applications. These would include an
energy penalty for CCS retrofitted to existing power plants and increased demand for natural gas, potable
water and wastewater treatment and disposal. Expected impacts would be higher for new plants proposed
at sites not previously serviced by public utilities.
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Wastes and Materials – Low to moderate impacts would be expected for all applications. Applications
for projects that would include associated construction and operation of a new power plant would
generally involve more material and waste impacts than would retrofits to existing plants.
Wetlands – No wetlands are located on the preferred site for one application. The potential for low to
moderate impacts could be expected to small jurisdictional wetlands located on the proposed site or near
proposed pipeline routes.

Applications in Response to the Reopened FOA
Based on the technologies and sites proposed, none of the applications for the reopened FOA were
deemed to have a high potential for adverse impacts in sixteen of the twenty resource areas. All
applications that would involve construction and operation of a new power plant were considered to have
potentially high air quality impacts based on the need for new source permitting. Four applications were
determined to have high potential for adverse impacts on biological resources; three applications were
determined to have high potential for adverse impacts on surface waters; and one was determined to have
high potential for adverse impacts on floodplains. The following impacts by resource area were
considered in the selection of candidates for award:
Aesthetics – Impacts would be negligible for six projects that would involve retrofit or new construction
at existing power plants or industrial sites. Low to moderate impacts would be expected for other retrofits
to existing facilities or new facilities to be constructed. Moderate adverse impacts would result in the
case of four applications involving construction of new power plants that would introduce line-of-sight
impacts from superstructure and exhaust stacks where similar structures do not exist.
Air Quality – Impacts would result from emissions of criteria pollutants from new sources and fugitive
emissions of dust. Twelve projects would have potentially high adverse impacts relating to emissions
from proposed new plants. Lowest potential impacts would result from retrofits to existing or alreadyplanned power plants.
Biological Resources – Four applications could potentially impact threatened or endangered species or
their critical habitat, waterfowl and other migratory bird flyways, crucial habitat, or wildlife refuges either
because of new plant construction or installation of pipelines for CO2 transport. Moderate potential
impacts would be expected for seven applications based on the locations of pipelines and other features.
Low potential impacts would be expected for fourteen applications.
Climate – All applications were considered to present net beneficial effects on climate, because
successful demonstration of CCS could contribute to reduced carbon footprints for fossil-fuel power
plants. Potential adverse climate effects on plant operations were considered more from the perspective
of engineering and design challenges to plant construction and maintenance.
Community Services – Negligible to low impacts would be expected for twenty applications. Five
applications were determined to have potential for moderate impacts based on the size of the proposed
projects to be located in smaller, more rural communities where existing community services are more
limited.
Cultural Resources – Low potential for impacts would be expected for seventeen applications, including
most retrofit projects. Moderate impacts would be expected for eight applications that could involve
construction of structures or pipelines in proximity to tribal areas or historic sites.
Environmental Justice – Negligible to low potential for impacts would be expected for twenty three
applications involving locations where environmental justice populations are not present. There is a
moderate potential for environmental justice issues relating to the two remaining applications because of
low-income or minority populations near the proposed site or along a proposed pipeline route.
Floodplains – One application would involve construction of structures within a 100-year floodplain with
high potential for adverse impacts. Four applications were determined to have moderate potential impacts
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during construction of structures or pipelines. Negligible to low potential for impacts would be expected
for twenty applications that do not directly involve actions in floodplains.
Geology – Negligible to low potential for impacts would be expected for twenty two applications based
on CO2 injection into saline aquifers or use for enhanced oil recovery. Three applications would have
potential for moderate impacts based on limited information and uncertainties relating to target
formations for proposed CO2 injection.
Ground Water – Negligible to low potential for impacts would be expected for eighteen applications.
Moderate impacts could be expected for the seven other applications relating to limited information about
groundwater capacity to supply plant operations or the potential effects on groundwater sources from
required dewatering operations.
Human Health and Safety – Moderate potential for impacts would be expected for seventeen
applications; low potential would be expected for eight. The level of risk is generally related to the size
and complexity of the planned construction. There could also be risk to human health and safety from
loss of containment of CO2 during transport and injection. This risk is present for all applications and
generally varies from low to moderate with distance and population density along the CO2 transport route.
Land Use – Negligible to low potential for impacts would be expected for twenty applications, mainly
including projects involving retrofit at existing facilities or new construction on industrial sites. Moderate
potential for impacts would be expected for five applications particularly requiring new construction on
land currently used for other than industrial purposes.
Noise – Negligible to low potential for impacts from increases to ambient noise during construction and
operation for all applications. Moderate potential for impacts could occur in the cases of five applications
if coal would be transported by truck instead of by rail.
Socioeconomics – All applications were determined to provide beneficial impacts to the respective host
areas based on economic multipliers associated with project spending as well as additional employment
during construction and operations.
Soils – Low potential for impacts would be expected for twenty applications, mainly including projects
involving retrofit at existing facilities or new construction on industrial sites. Moderate potential for
impacts would relate to increased erosion during construction of structures or pipelines for five
applications.
Surface Water – Three applications could have high potential for impacts attributable to substantial
planned withdrawals from surface waters for plant operations, construction of pipelines along impaired
surface waters, or planned discharges to surface waters. Moderate potential for impacts would be
expected for eight applications; low potential would be expected for fourteen, including most retrofit
projects.
Transportation and Traffic – Negligible to low potential for impacts could result from increases in traffic
during construction and operation for all applications. Moderate potential for impacts could occur in the
cases of five applications if coal would be transported by truck instead of by rail.
Utilities – Low potential for impacts would be expected for twelve applications that would not require
extensive new pipelines and transmission lines. Thirteen applications would have potential for moderate
impacts based on the need for longer pipeline and/or transmission line construction.
Wastes and Materials – Low potential for impacts would be expected for nine applications, including
most projects proposing retrofits. Sixteen applications would have potential for moderate impacts based
on the development of new facilities or new processes at existing facilities that would increase demands
for management of materials and wastes.
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Wetlands – The potential for negligible to low impacts could be expected for nineteen applications. Six
applications would have potential for moderate impacts based on the lengths and routing of utility
features and the potential for encountering wetlands along corridors.

CONCLUSION
The applications received in response to the CCPI-3 FOAs provided reasonable alternatives for
accomplishing the Department’s purpose and need to satisfy the responsibility Congress imposed on DOE
to demonstrate advanced coal-based technologies that can generate clean, reliable and affordable
electricity in the United States. The alternatives available to DOE would also meet the Department’s goal
of accelerating the deployment of carbon capture and storage. An environmental review was part of the
evaluation process of these applications. DOE prepared a critique containing information from this
environmental review. That critique, summarized here, contained summary as well as project-specific
environmental information. The critique was made available to, and considered by, the selection official
before selections for financial assistance were made.
DOE determined that selecting two applications in response to the initial FOA, and three applications in
response to the reopened FOA, would meet its purpose and need. The following provides a list of the
projects selected, their locations, brief descriptions of the projects, and the anticipated level of NEPA
review:
CCPI-3 initial FOA:
•

Hydrogen Energy California Project (Kern County, CA). Hydrogen Energy International LLC, a
joint venture owned by BP Alternative Energy and Rio Tinto, would design, construct, and operate an
IGCC power plant that would take blends of coal and petroleum coke, combined with non-potable
water, and convert them into hydrogen and CO2. The CO2 would be separated from the hydrogen
using the methanol-based Rectisol process. The hydrogen gas would be used to fuel a power station,
and the CO2 would be transported by pipeline to nearby oil reservoirs where it would be injected for
storage and used for enhanced oil recovery. The project, which would be located in Kern County,
California, would capture more than 2,000,000 tons per year of CO2. The anticipated level of NEPA
review for this project is an EIS.

•

Basin Electric Power Cooperative - Post Combustion CO2 Capture Project - Basin Electric Power
Cooperative proposed to add CO2 capture and sequestration (CCS) to Basin Electric's existing
Antelope Valley Station, located near Beulah, N.D. Negotiations are still ongoing to define the
project scope and schedule.

CCPI-3 reopened FOA:
•

Mountaineer Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage Demonstration (New Haven, WV). American
Electric Power (AEP) would design, construct, and operate a chilled ammonia process that is
expected to effectively capture at least 90 percent of the CO2 (1.5 million metric tons per year) in a
235 megawatt (MW) flue gas stream at the existing 1,300 MW Appalachian Power Company (APCo)
Mountaineer Power Plant near New Haven, WV. The captured CO2 would be treated, compressed,
and then transported by pipeline to proposed injection sites located near the capture facility. During
the operation phase, AEP proposed to permanently store the entire amount of captured CO2 in two
separate saline formations located approximately 1.5 miles below the surface. The project team
includes AEP, APCo, Schlumberger Carbon Services, Battelle Memorial Institute, CONSOL Energy,
Alstom, and an advisory team of geologic experts. The anticipated level of NEPA review for this
project is an EIS.

•

The Texas Clean Energy Project. Summit Texas Clean Energy, LLC (Bainbridge Island, WA) would
integrate Siemens gasification and power generating technology with carbon capture technologies to
effectively capture 90% of the carbon dioxide (2.7 million metric tons per year) at a 400 MW plant to

October 2010
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be built near Midland-Odessa, TX. The captured CO2 would be treated, compressed and then
transported by CO2 pipeline to oilfields in the Permian Basin of West Texas, for use in enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) operations. The Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) at the University of Texas
would design and assure compliance with a state-of-the-art CO2 sequestration monitoring,
verification, and accounting program. The anticipated level of NEPA review for this project is an
EIS.
•

The Parish Post-Combustion CO2 Capture and Sequestration Project (Thompsons, Texas). NRG
Energy, Inc. (NRG) would design, construct, and operate a system that would capture and store
approximately 400,000 tons of carbon CO2 per year. The system would employ Fluor’s Econamine
FG Plus technology to capture at least 90 percent of the CO2 from a 60 MW flue gas stream of the
617-MW Unit 7 at the W.A. Parish Generating Station located in Thompsons, Texas. Fluor’s
Econamine FG Plus CO2 capture system features advanced process design and techniques, which
lower the energy consumption of existing amine-based CO2 capture processes by more than 20
percent. The captured CO2 would be compressed and transported by pipeline to a mature oil field for
injection into geologic formations for permanent storage through an enhanced oil recovery operation.
The site would be monitored to track the migration of the CO2 underground and to establish the
permanence of sequestration. DOE is in the process of evaluating the appropriate level of NEPA
documentation for this project.

October 2010
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Introduction
In accordance with its NEPA implementing procedures, as specified in 10 CFR 1021, the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) initiated the public scoping process November 14, 2011 with
publication of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare the W.A. Parish Post-Combustion CO2
Capture and Sequestration (PCCS) Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in the Federal
Register. The NOI (Attachment 1) and subsequent newspaper notices invited the public to
comment on the proposed scope and content of the EIS. DOE also held two public scoping
meetings for this proposed project. The following document describes the process followed and
the results.

Notice of Intent
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare the W.A.
Parish Post-Combustion CO2 Capture and Sequestration (PCCS) Project Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) in the Federal Register on Monday, November 14, 2011 (FR Vol. 76, No. 219,
70429). The NOI (Attachment 1) initiated the public scoping period, in which members of the
public were invited to comment on the proposed scope and content of the EIS. Comments and
suggestions were requested to be received within the 30-day scoping period and no later than
December 14, 2011. The NOI described the proposed project and identified the dates and times
for the two public scoping meetings.

Newspaper Notices
In addition to the NOI published in the Federal Register (FR Vol. 76, No. 219, 70429), DOE
published notices in four local newspapers between November 16, 2011 and November 30, 2011
(see Table 1). These public notices advertised the public scoping meetings and solicited public
comments. Copies of the notices and the Affidavits of Publication for these notices are provided
in Attachment 2.
Table 1. Dates and Publications for Advertisement
Newspaper

Dates of Publication

Fort Bend Herald

November 16 and 27, 2011

El Campo Leader-News

November 16 and 26, 2011

Jackson County Herald-Tribune

November 16 and 30, 2011

La Sabasta (Southwest edition, in Spanish)

November 17 and 24, 2011
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Public Scoping Meetings
DOE held two public scoping meetings to provide information to the public regarding the scope
of the EIS for the proposed Parish PCCS Project, including the purpose of the proposed project,
the range of alternatives, and the proposed project schedule. The meetings also offered the public
an opportunity to comment on and ask questions about the proposed project. The first meeting
was held on November 30, 2011 at Needville High School (100 Fritzella Road, Needville, Texas,
77461). The second meeting was held on December 1, 2011 at the Jackson County Services
Building (411 North Wells Street, Edna, Texas, 77957).

A total of eight individuals attended the public scoping meeting on November 30, 2011 in
Needville, Texas. On December 1, 2011, two individuals, both elected officials, attended the
public scoping meeting in Edna, Texas. Lists of attendees are provided in Attachment 3.
Each of the two public scoping meetings began with a two-hour open house from
5:00 to 7:00 pm. During this time, attendees were provided access to informational handouts and
posters about DOE’s Proposed Action and NRG’s proposed project, and comment forms to assist
with submittal of comments. Personnel from DOE; NRG Energy, Inc./Petra Nova LLC
(NRG/Petra Nova); the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG); and URS Group, Inc. (URS)
were available to sign in attendees and to answer questions about the project.
The following displays were available for viewing at the Public Scoping Meetings:
•
•
•
•

a project location map showing potential pipeline route alternatives,
an explanation of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process,
a schematic of the pipeline construction process, and
a schematic of the carbon capture and enhanced oil recovery process.

In addition, detailed maps of the project area were available for viewing. The following handouts
were made available for meeting attendees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a project fact sheet explaining the NEPA process and the DOE Clean Coal Power
Initiative (CCPI);
a Petra Nova fact sheet titled, “You’re Looking at the Beginning of a Smarter, Brighter
Energy Future;”
a Petra Nova fact sheet titled, “The West Ranch CO2 – EOR Project;”
a Petra Nova fact sheet titled, “W.A. Parish CO2 Capture Project;”
a Petra Nova fact sheet titled, “CO2 Enhanced Oil Recovery;”
a copy of the NOI; and
comment cards (in Spanish and English).

The open house was followed by a formal presentation beginning at 7:00 pm. DOE and NRG
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representatives explained the proposed Parish PCCS Project, the NEPA process, DOE’s Clean
Coal Power Initiative Program, and the ways in which the public could submit comments on the
scope of the EIS. Copies of posters and handouts provided at the public scoping meetings are
provided in Attachment 4. A copy of the presentation is provided in Attachment 5.

After the formal presentation, the public was invited to give verbal comments at the microphone.
A court reporter was present at the meeting to document verbal comments for the project record.
Transcripts of the formal portions of both public scoping meetings are provided in Attachment 6.
The formal meetings adjourned at approximately 9:00 pm on November 30, 2011 and at
approximately 8:45 pm on December 1, 2011.
All meeting attendees were invited to provide comments, either written or verbal, on the
proposed scope of the EIS. Those attendees wishing to provide oral comments were given an
opportunity to sign up to do so. Comment sheets were made available for all attendees to provide
written comments either at the meeting, or to be faxed or mailed after the meeting. An email
address, a postal address, a fax number, and a toll-free telephone number were provided. In
addition, individuals could request to receive the Draft EIS and/or the Final EIS or Summary
(hard copy of the full EIS or a hard copy summary plus a compact disk (CD) that contains the
entire EIS).

Presentation Summary
Mr. Mark Lusk, the DOE NEPA Project Manager for the proposed project, welcomed the
meeting participants. He explained his role in the project and the purpose of the public scoping
meeting. Mr. Lusk also described the NEPA process for the proposed project, including a
preliminary schedule for major NEPA milestones. Mr. Ted McMahon, the DOE Project
Manager, provided some background on selection of the Parish PCCS Project and provided an
overview of the Clean Coal Power Initiative (CCPI, the DOE program that would provide federal
funding for the proposed project.
Mr. Jon Barfield of NRG/Petra Nova, with input from Mr. Tony Armpriester, also of NRG/Petra
Nova, began his discussion by explaining why NRG/Petra Nova is pursuing the proposed
project, including fulfillment of CCPI goals and benefits to NRG and the community. Mr.
Barfield described the scope of the proposed project, including process overviews for the
following project components: a CO2 capture system at the W. A. Parish Generating Station in
Fort Bend County; a pipeline running through Fort Bend, Wharton, and Jackson Counties; and
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations at the West Ranch oil field in Jackson County. Mr.
Barfield went on to review the project schedule, noting that the NEPA process is scheduled for
completion by the end of 2012. Next would come detailed engineering and construction,
followed by the commercial demonstration of the project in 2015.
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Mr. Lusk concluded the presentation by reminding participants of the comment submission
process and asking for any comments that attendees wanted to deliver verbally or directly to the
court reporter.
A copy of the presentation described above is provided in Attachment 5. Transcripts of the
presentations given at both meetings are included in Attachment 6.

Public Comments and Concerns
Four individuals spoke at the November 30, 2011 public scoping meeting in Needville, Texas.
Their comments are summarized below. A complete transcript of comments made during the
public meeting is provided in Attachment 6.
•

Mr. Mike Trahan asked if NRG would be the sole owner of the pipeline and whether
NRG would be able to use eminent domain to obtain land where they are making
crossovers from one existing right-of-way to another existing right-of-way.

•

Mr. Richard Lord of the Gulf Coast District Council said that that he had heard that
there has been difficulty obtaining the payrolls from DOE-funded projects for review.
Mr. Lord asked if there would be a certified payroll and whether it would available for
review. Mr. Lord also asked how much DOE funding would be available for this project.

•

Mr. Josh Grable noted that the area had undergone a severe drought and asked how
much water the expansion of the W.A. Parish Plant would use.

•

Mr. Mark Baker, a business agent for the pipefitters local, expressed his concerns that
the highest quality of workers would be available for the project. Mr. Baker also asked if
the project would have an impact on the cost of electricity to the consumer.

No verbal comments were delivered at the December 1, 2011, meeting in Edna, Texas and no
written comments were received during the scoping period (i.e., from November 14, 2011 to
December 14, 201).
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8`ca`cReZ`_!$<]f`c%!RUgR_TVU!
;T`_R^Z_V!<=!F]fdIC eVTY_`]`Xj&!hZeY!
^`_`VeYR_`]R^Z_V!Rd!eYV!SRdZd!W`c!eYV!
d`]gV_e(!JYV!ac`[VTe!UV^`_decReZ`_!
aVcZ`U!^Rj!R]d`!Z_T]fUV!eVded!`W!`eYVc!
R^Z_V'SRdVU!d`]gV_ed(!6!_Vh!_RefcR]!
XRd'WZcVU!T`^SZ_VU'TjT]V!a`hVc!a]R_e&!
VdeZ^ReVU!e`!SV!2*!CM!Z_!dZkV&!h`f]U!
SV!T`_decfTeVU!e`!ac`UfTV!eYV!RfiZ]ZRcj!
a`hVc!_VVUVU!e`!UcZgV!eYV!T`^acVdd`cd!
R_U!VbfZa^V_e!`W!eYV!TRaefcV!djdeV^(!
JYV!ViYRfde!XRdVd!Wc`^!eYV!_Vh!
T`^SfdeZ`_!efcSZ_V!h`f]U!ac`UfTV!
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deVR^!e`!ac`gZUV!YVRe!W`c!eYV!d`]gV_e!
cVXV_VcReZ`_!ac`TVdd(!

eYV!T`^^VcTZR]ZkReZ`_!`W!T]VR_!T`R]!
eVTY_`]`XZVd!eYRe!RUgR_TV!VWWZTZV_Tj&!
V_gZc`_^V_eR]!aVcW`c^R_TV&!R_U!T`de!
/8! /NLOQDRRHNM!@MC!=Q@MRONQS!
9QNONRDC!9QNIDBS!<BGDCTKD!
T`^aVeZeZgV_Vdd!hV]]!SVj`_U!eYV!]VgV]!
8RaefcVU!8E" h`f]U!SV!T`^acVddVU!
JYV!ac`[VTe!ac`a`dVU!Sj!DH=!
`W!eVTY_`]`XZVd!TfccV_e]j!Z_!dVcgZTV(!
R_U!ecR_da`ceVU!Z_!R!_Vh!aZaV]Z_V!e`!
Z_T]fUVd!eYcVV!aYRdVd4!$+%!F]R__Z_X!R_U!
9E;#d!D;F6!Z^a]V^V_eZ_X!
Z_[VTeZ`_!dZeVd!Re!eYV!MVde!HR_TY!`Z]!
T`_TVaefR]!UVdZX_5!$,%!UVeRZ]VU!
ac`TVUfcVd!Z_T]fUV!R!ac`TVdd!W`c!
WZV]U&!R_!VdeZ^ReVU!2*!^Z]Vd!Wc`^!eYV!
V_XZ_VVcZ_X&!ac`TfcV^V_e!R_U!
ZUV_eZWjZ_X!R_U!R_R]jkZ_X!cVRd`_RS]V!
ac`a`dVU!TRaefcV!WRTZ]Zej(!JYV!aZaV]Z_V!
T`_decfTeZ`_5!R_U!$-%!eYcVV!jVRcd!`W!
R]eVc_ReZgVd!Z_!eYV!T`_eVie!`W!ac`gZUZ_X!
c`feV!h`f]U!ecRgVcdV!aRced!`W!<`ce!7V_U&! UV^`_decReZ`_!R_U!^`_Ze`cZ_X(!DH=!
WZ_R_TZR]!RddZdeR_TV!eYc`fXY!eYV!
MYRce`_!R_U!@RT\d`_!T`f_eZVd(!JYV!
a]R_d!e`!deRce!T`_decfTeZ`_!Z_!D`gV^SVc! T`^aVeZeZgV!dV]VTeZ`_!`W!ac`[VTed!
R_eZTZaReVU!c`feV!Z_T]fUVd!^`de]j!cfcR]&! ,*+,!R_U!SVXZ_!T`^^VcTZR]!`aVcReZ`_d!
ac`a`dVU!Sj!V_eZeZVd!`fedZUV!eYV!<VUVcR]!
daRcdV]j'UVgV]`aVU!RXcZTf]efcR]!]R_Ud(!
$UV^`_decReZ`_!aYRdV%!Sj!,*+/(!JYV!
=`gVc_^V_e(!JYV!cR_XV!`W!cVRd`_RS]V!
DH=!Zd!TfccV_e]j!VgR]fReZ_X!a`eV_eZR]!
dTYVUf]V!Zd!T`_eZ_XV_e!`_!DH=!
R]eVc_ReZgVd!Z_!T`^aVeZeZ`_d!W`c!XcR_ed&!
aZaV]Z_V!c`feVd5!R_U!a]R_d!e`!fdV!
cVTVZgZ_X!eYV!_VTVddRcj!aVc^Zed!R_U!
]`R_d&!]`R_!XfRcR_eVVd!R_U!`eYVc!
ViZdeZ_X!cZXYed'`W'hRj!R_U!Rg`ZU!
cVXf]Re`cj!Raac`gR]d&!Rd!hV]]!Rd!
WZ_R_TZR]!dfaa`ce!Zd!UVWZ_VU!Z_ZeZR]]j!Sj!
dV_dZeZgV!cVd`fcTVd!e`!eYV!XcVReVde!VieV_e! WZ_R_TZR]!T]`dZ_X!`_!R]]!eYV!_VTVddRcj!
eYV!cR_XV!`W!cVda`_dZgV!ac`a`dR]d!
acRTeZTR](!F`eV_eZR]!aZaV]Z_V!c`feVd!hZ]]! Wf_UZ_X!d`fcTVd&!Z_T]fUZ_X!9E;#d!
cVTVZgVU!Sj!9E;(!K_]Z\V!ac`[VTed!
SV!T`_dZUVcVU!Rd!aRce!`W!eYV!D;F6!
WZ_R_TZR]!RddZdeR_TV(!9E;#d!UVTZdZ`_!e`!
f_UVceR\V_!UZcVTe]j!Sj!eYV!WVUVcR]!
ac`TVdd(!
ac`gZUV!WZ_R_TZR]!RddZdeR_TV!W`c!UVeRZ]VU! X`gVc_^V_e&!9E;!TR__`e!^R_UReV!hYRe!
UVdZX_&!ac`TfcV^V_e!`W!VbfZa^V_e&!
`fedZUV!V_eZeZVd!ac`a`dV&!hYVcV!eYVj!
/8 ! <DPTDRSQ@SHNM!UH@!1MG@MBDC!8HK!
T`_decfTeZ`_&!R_U!`aVcReZ`_d!Zd!
ac`a`dV!eYVZc!ac`[VTe&!`c!Y`h!eYVj!
;DBNUDQW!
T`_eZ_XV_e!`_!T`^a]VeZ`_!`W!eYV!D;F6!
ac`a`dV!e`!U`!Ze&!SVj`_U!ViacVddZ_X!
JYV!ac`a`dVU!ac`[VTe!h`f]U!UV]ZgVc!
ac`TVdd(!
SRdZT!cVbfZcV^V_ed!Z_!eYV!Wf_UZ_X!
fa!e`!+(0!^Z]]Z`_!e`_d!`W!8E" aVc!jVRc!
`aa`cef_Zej!R__`f_TV^V_e5!R_U!eYVdV!
/NMMDBSDC!@MC!/TLTK@SHUD!.BSHNMR!
e`!eYV!MVde!HR_TY!`Z]!WZV]U&!]`TReVU!Z_!
ViacVdd!cVbfZcV^V_ed!^fde!SV!]Z^ZeVU!e`!
@RT\d`_!8`f_ej!_VRc!eYV!TV_ecR]!=f]W!
K_UVc!eYV!T``aVcReZgV!RXcVV^V_e!
eY`dV!eYRe!WfceYVc!eYV!ac`XcR^#d!
8`Rde!`W!JViRd&!e`!SV!fdVU!W`c!;EH(!JYV! SVehVV_!9E;!R_U!DH=&!9E;!h`f]U!
`S[VTeZgVd(!9E;#d!UVTZdZ`_!Zd!eYV_!
`Z]!WZV]U!YRd!`aVcReVU!dZ_TV!+3-2!R_U!Zd!
dYRcV!Z_!eYV!T`de!`W!eYV!TRcS`_!TRaefcV!
]Z^ZeVU!e`!dV]VTeZ_X!ac`[VTed!Wc`^!eYV!
hV]]'TYRcRTeVcZkVU(!>`hVgVc&!8E" W]``Ud! R_U!dfaa`ceZ_X!WRTZ]ZeZVd!Re!eYV!a`hVc!
Raa]ZTReZ`_d!eYRe!^VVe!eYV!88F?!
YRgV!_`e!SVV_!acVgZ`fd]j!UV^`_decReVU! a]R_e!dZeV&!aZaV]Z_V!T`_decfTeZ`_&!
ac`XcR^#d!X`R]d(!
Z_!eYZd!WZV]U(!6![`Z_e!gV_efcV!SVehVV_!
UVgV]`a^V_e!`W!^`_Ze`cZ_X!hV]]d!R_U!
9E;!acVaRcVU!R_!V_gZc`_^V_eR]!
DH=!R_U!>Z]T`ca!;_VcXj!8`^aR_j!
cV]ReVU!WRTZ]ZeZVd!Re!eYV!;EH!dZeV&!R_U!
TcZeZbfV!$dVV!+*!8<H!p +*,+(,+0%!eYRe!
h`f]U!T`_UfTe!eYV!;EH!`aVcReZ`_d(!
d`^V!`W!eYV!`aVcReZ`_R]!T`ded!$V(X(&!CL6! RddVddVU!eYV!V_gZc`_^V_eR]!Z^aRTed!R_U!
Fc`[VTe!RTeZgZeZVd!V]ZXZS]V!W`c!T`de'!
RTeZgZeZVd%!UfcZ_X!eYV!eYcVV'jVRc!
ZddfVd!cV]ReZ_X!e`!VRTY!`W!eYV!ac`a`dR]d!
dYRcZ_X!h`f]U!Z_T]fUV4!V_XZ_VVcZ_X!R_U! UV^`_decReZ`_!aYRdV(!9E;!hZ]]!T`_dZUVc! cVTVZgVU!Z_!88F?!H`f_U!-!eYRe!^Ve!eYV!
UVdZX_&!aVc^ZeeZ_X&!VbfZa^V_e!
eYV!a`eV_eZR]!Z^aRTed!Rdd`TZReVU!hZeY!
SRdZT!V]ZXZSZ]Zej!cVbfZcV^V_ed(!JYV!9E;!
ac`TfcV^V_e&!T`_decfTeZ`_&!deRcefa!R_U! T`__VTeVU!RTeZ`_d&!dfTY!Rd!a`eV_eZR]!
dV]VTeZ_X!`WWZTZR]!T`_dZUVcVU!eYVdV!
UV^`_decReZ`_(!?_WcRdecfTefcV!
UVgV]`a^V_e!`W!RUUZeZ`_R]!dfaa`ce!
Z^aRTed!R_U!ZddfVd&!R]`_X!hZeY!`eYVc!
Z_gVde^V_ed!Z_!eYV!`Z]!WZV]U!Sj!DH=!R_U! WRTZ]ZeZVd!`c!Z_WcRdecfTefcV!eYRe!h`f]U!SV! RdaVTed!`W!eYV!ac`a`dR]d!$dfTY!Rd!
eYV!T`ded!`W!;EH!`aVcReZ`_d!h`f]U!_`e!
eVTY_ZTR]!^VcZe!R_U!WZ_R_TZR]!RSZ]Zej%!
R_eZTZaReVU!W`c!eYV!ac`a`dVU!ac`[VTe(!
SV!T`de'dYRcVU!Sj!9E;!R_U!RcV!_`e!
9E;!hZ]]!R]d`!T`_dZUVc!eYV!
R_U!eYV!ac`XcR^#d!`S[VTeZgVd&!Z_!^R\Z_X!
Z_T]fUVU!Z_!eYV!e`eR]!ac`[VTe!T`de!
Tf^f]ReZgV!Z^aRTed!`W!eYV!ac`a`dVU!
RhRcUd(!6WeVc!9E;!dV]VTed!R!ac`[VTe!W`c!
VdeZ^ReVd(!9E;!h`f]U&!Y`hVgVc&!T`de'!
ac`[VTe!R]`_X!hZeY!R_j!`eYVc!T`__VTeVU!
R_!RhRcU&!eYV!cR_XV!`W!cVRd`_RS]V!
dYRcV!Z_!^`_Ze`cZ_X&!gVcZWZTReZ`_&!R_U!
RTeZ`_d&!Z_T]fUZ_X!eY`dV!`W!eYZcU!aRceZVd(! R]eVc_ReZgVd!SVT`^Vd!eYV!ac`[VTe!Rd!
RTT`f_eZ_X!$CL6%!RTeZgZeZVd!Re!eYV!;EH! JYV!Tf^f]ReZgV!Z^aRTed!R_R]jdZd!hZ]]!
ac`a`dVU!Sj!eYV!Raa]ZTR_e&!R_j!
dZeV!e`!UV^`_decReV!eYV!aVc^R_V_TV!`W!
Z_T]fUV!R_!RddVdd^V_e!`W!a`]]feR_e!
R]eVc_ReZgVd!deZ]]!f_UVc!T`_dZUVcReZ`_!Sj!
8E" dVbfVdecReZ`_!eYc`fXY!;EH(!
V^ZddZ`_d!$Z_T]fUZ_X!XcVV_Y`fdV!XRd!
eYV!Raa]ZTR_e!`c!eYRe!RcV!cVRd`_RS]V!
hZeYZ_!eYV!T`_WZ_Vd!`W!eYV!ac`[VTe!Rd!
<`]]`hZ_X!eYV!9E;!T`de'dYRcVU!
V^ZddZ`_!cVUfTeZ`_d%!R_U!`eYVc!
ac`a`dVU!$V(X(&!eYV!]`TReZ`_d!`W!eYV!
UV^`_decReZ`_!aYRdV&!eYV!djdeV^!h`f]U! Z_TcV^V_eR]!Z^aRTed!eYRe&!hYV_!RUUVU!
ac`TVddZ_X!f_Zed&!aZaV]Z_Vd&!R_U!
]Z\V]j!T`_eZ_fV!]`_X'eVc^!T`^^VcTZR]!
e`!aRde&!acVdV_e!R_U!cVRd`_RS]j!
Z_[VTeZ`_!dZeVd!`_!]R_U!ac`a`dVU!W`c!eYV!
`aVcReZ`_d&!hZeY`fe!WfceYVc!9E;!
W`cVdVVRS]V!WfefcV!Z^aRTed&!^Rj!YRgV!
ac`[VTe%!R_U!R!QQ_`!RTeZ`_##!R]eVc_ReZgV(!
Wf_UZ_X(!
dZX_ZWZTR_e!VWWVTed!`_!eYV!Yf^R_!
9E;!TfccV_e]j!a]R_d!e`!VgR]fReV!eYV!
V_gZc`_^V_e(!
/8! 6NMHSNQHMF"!>DQHEHB@SHNM"!@MC!
ac`[VTe!Rd!ac`a`dVU!Sj!DH=!$hZeY!R_U!
.BBNTMSHMF!9QNFQ@L!
,GO@MI<ODQ@N"!2I>GP?DIB!OC@!5MJKJN@?!
hZeY`fe!R_j!^ZeZXReZ_X!T`_UZeZ`_d!eYRe!
,>ODJI!
DH=!h`f]U!Z^a]V^V_e!R!CL6!
9E;!^Rj!ZUV_eZWj!Rd!cVRd`_RS]V!R_U!
ac`XcR^!e`!^`_Ze`c!eYV!Z_[VTeZ`_!R_U!
D;F6!cVbfZcVd!eYRe!R_!;?I!VgR]fReV!
Raac`acZReV%&!R]eVc_ReZgVd!e`!DH=#d!
eYV!cR_XV!`W!cVRd`_RS]V!R]eVc_ReZgVd!e`!
^ZXcReZ`_!`W!8E" hZeYZ_!eYV!XV`]`XZT!
ac`a`dR]!eYRe!Ze!Zd!deZ]]!T`_dZUVcZ_X!$V(X(&!
W`c^ReZ`_d(!JYV!CL6!ac`XcR^!^fde!
R_!RXV_Tj#d!ac`a`dVU!RTeZ`_(!JYV!cR_XV! 8E" TRaefcV!cReVd!R_U!d`]gV_ed&!a`hVc!
^VVe!cVXf]Re`cj!R_U!88F?!ac`XcR^!
`W!cVRd`_RS]V!R]eVc_ReZgVd!V_T`^aRddVd!
R_U!deVR^!dfaa]j!`aeZ`_d&!]`TReZ`_d!`W!
cVbfZcV^V_ed!R_U!^Rj!T`_dZde!`W!eYV!
eY`dV!R]eVc_ReZgVd!eYRe!h`f]U!dReZdWj!eYV! R]eVc_ReZgV!aZaV]Z_V!c`feVd&!R_U!
W`]]`hZ_X!T`^a`_V_ed4!$+%!?_[VTeZ`_!
f_UVc]jZ_X!afca`dV!R_U!_VVU!W`c!RXV_Tj! ]`TReZ`_d!`W!Z_[VTeZ`_!R_U!^`_Ze`cZ_X!
djdeV^!^`_Ze`cZ_X5!$,%!T`_eRZ_^V_e!
RTeZ`_(!JYV!afca`dV!R_U!_VVU!W`c!9E;!
hV]]d%&!R_U!eYV!_`!RTeZ`_!R]eVc_ReZgV(!
^`_Ze`cZ_X!$gZR!^`_Ze`cZ_X!hV]]d&!
RTeZ`_!Zd!e`!RUgR_TV!eYV!88F?!ac`XcR^!
JYV!;?I!^Rj!R]d`!R_R]jkV!`eYVc!
^VTYR_ZTR]!Z_eVXcZej!eVdeZ_X&!R_U!`eYVc!
Sj!ac`gZUZ_X!T`de'dYRcVU!Wf_UZ_X!W`c!
cVRd`_RS]V!ac`[VTe'daVTZWZT!R]eVc_ReZgVd!
^VR_d%5!$-%!8E" a]f^V!ecRT\Z_X!gZR!
dV]VTeVU!ac`[VTed!eYRe!YRgV!eYV!SVde!
ZUV_eZWZVU!Sj!9E;!$Z_!T`_df]eReZ`_!hZeY!
^f]eZa]V!eVTY_ZbfVd5!$.%!8E" Z_[VTeZ`_!
TYR_TV!`W!RTYZVgZ_X!eYV!ac`XcR^#d!
DH=%!`c!eYV!afS]ZT!$Rd!aRce!`W!eYV!afS]ZT!
dZ^f]ReZ`_!^`UV]Z_X5!R_U!$/%!
`S[VTeZgVd!Rd!VdeRS]ZdYVU!Sj!8`_XcVdd4!
dT`aZ_X!ac`TVdd%(!
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K_UVc!eYV!_`!RTeZ`_!R]eVc_ReZgV&!9E;!
h`f]U!_`e!ac`gZUV!Wf_UZ_X!e`!DH=(!?_!
eYV!RSdV_TV!`W!WZ_R_TZR]!RddZdeR_TV!Wc`^!
9E;&!DH=!T`f]U!cVRd`_RS]j!afcdfV!eh`!
`aeZ`_d(!?e!T`f]U!SfZ]U!eYV!ac`[VTe!
hZeY`fe!9E;!Wf_UZ_X5!eYV!Z^aRTed!`W!
eYZd!`aeZ`_!h`f]U!SV!VddV_eZR]]j!eYV!
dR^V!Rd!eY`dV!`W!DH=#d!ac`a`dVU!
ac`[VTe&!ViTVae!R_j!9E;'cVbfZcVU!
^ZeZXReZ`_d!h`f]U!_`e!SV!Z^a`dVU(!
6]eVc_ReZgV]j&!DH=!T`f]U!TY``dV!_`e!e`!
afcdfV!Zed!ac`[VTe&!R_U!eYVcV!h`f]U!SV!
_`!Z^aRTed!Wc`^!eYV!ac`[VTe(!JYZd!]ReeVc!
`aeZ`_!h`f]U!_`e!T`_ecZSfeV!e`!eYV!X`R]!
`W!eYV!88F?!ac`XcR^&!hYZTY!Zd!e`!
RTTV]VcReV!T`^^VcTZR]!UVa]`j^V_e!`W!
RUgR_TVU!T`R]!eVTY_`]`XZVd!eYRe!ac`gZUV!
eYV!K_ZeVU!IeReVd!hZeY!T]VR_&!cV]ZRS]V&!
R_U!RWW`cURS]V!V_VcXj(!>`hVgVc&!Rd!
cVbfZcVU!Sj!D;F6&!9E;!R_R]jkVd!eYZd!
`aeZ`_!Rd!eYV!_`!RTeZ`_!R]eVc_ReZgV!W`c!
eYV!afca`dV!`W!^R\Z_X!R!^VR_Z_XWf]!
T`^aRcZd`_!SVehVV_!eYV!Z^aRTed!`W!9E;!
ac`gZUZ_X!WZ_R_TZR]!RddZdeR_TV!R_U!
hZeYY`]UZ_X!eYRe!RddZdeR_TV(!
6]eVc_ReZgVd!SVZ_X!T`_dZUVcVU!Sj!DH=!
cV]ReVU!e`!daVTZWZTd!`W!eYV!ac`a`dVU!
ac`[VTe!hZ]]!R]d`!SV!UZdTfddVU!Z_!eYV!;?I(!
DH=!R_U!Zed!aRce_Vcd!RcV!T`_dZUVcZ_X!
]`TReZ`_d!W`c!eYV!Z_[VTeZ`_!R_U!
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W.A. PARISH POST-COMBINATION CO2
CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION PROJECT

****************************************************

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING
NEEDVILLE, TEXAS
NOVEMBER 30, 2011

*********************************************************
PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING, was taken in the on the 30th
day of November, 2011, from 6:58 p.m. to 7:40 p.m.,
before Cindi L. Bench, Certified Shorthand Reporter in
and for the State of Texas, reported by computerized
stenotype machine at the Needville High School, 100
Fritzella Road, Needville, Texas.
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P R O C E E D I N G S

1

MR. LUSK:

2

18:58

18:58

18:59

18:59

18:59

Well, let me introduce myself.

3

My name is Mark Lusk.

I'm from the U.S. Department of

4

Energy.

5

meeting for a public project that we have at NRG Energy

6

and project.

7

proceeding at this stage.

8

the project to us.

9

award for the Department of Energy.

And we're here tonight for our public scoping

And this is a project that is going to be
Thanks for letting us propose

And we're selected for the financial

10

MR. LUSK: Can you hear me?

11

THE COURT REPORTER:

12

MR. LUSK:

13

THE COURT REPORTER:

14

MR. LUSK:

15

A litle louder.

Closer?
Yes.

Is that better?

Can you hear

okay?

16

THE COURT REPORTER:

17

MR. LUSK:

18

THE COURT REPORTER:

19

MR. LUSK:

A little louder.

I'll try.
Yes, that's fine.

Anyway, we're here to talk

20

about the proposed project going on with the energy

21

folks, and it's big coming down the road, and we've

22

agreed to give them a grant for carbon capture plant.

23

I'll talk about it in more detail as we go through the

24

slides.

25

Basically, it's a carbon capturing piping
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18:59

18:59

19:00

1

to the plant, pipes it into the plant.

2

down to the West Ranch oilfield, which is probably about

3

70 miles from here.

4

tracking, it is right here already.

6

meeting is to present to you some information about the

7

project, but for mostly the hearing, too, and we want to

8

hear you through you coming up and talking to us and

9

give us some oral comments, tell us what your concerns

10

are, what you'd like to see us address from it and we

11

will be prepared to answer shortly.
You can also send comments if you don't

13

want to speak to us tonight.

14

will give it out to some folks.

15

forms with you.

16

address is on the bottom.

17

your comments are received and we have a record of it.

Just take one of the

Fill this out and send it to me.

19

those directly to me.

20

e-mail.

It's a good way to make sure

Send

And they both have my name and

And there's also a phone you can call and

22

ask questions.

23

I'll get with my colleague with your questions.

24
25

My

It comes to me.

21

19:00

We have comment forms and

There's also an e-mail set up.

18

19:00

And we'll use this there for

Tonight, really the purpose of the

5

12

19:00

Pipe it 80 miles

And if I can't answer the questions,

But at this point, we're going to go
through the short slide presentation.

First I'm going
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19:01

1

to talk about the NEPA process, National Environmental

2

Policy Act process.
This case is a federal activity that will

3

19:01

4

give you grants that specific energy required to

5

announce it.
After I speak about that process, my

6

19:01

7

colleague Ted McMahon will speak to you about how the

8

project is selected very briefly.

9

from Energy will talk to you about the project in

10

specific details and for that and many.
It's still early in the project, in the

11
12

development, but we'll give you a snapshot of the

13

project as it's being detailed at this time.
One of the things on this comment form is

14
19:01

19:02

15

if you'd like to receive a copy of it when it's done.

16

If you could let us know if you want a full copy -- a

17

full copy.

18

inches thick.

19

in a couple of different volumes.

20

document.

It probably would be an inch or so, or 2
And especially when it comes time, comes
So it will be a big

Or you can opt for the -- this is an

21
22

example -- much smaller summary.

23

CD of the back, and see and produce it.

25

But in the back of the

So if you will, we'll go ahead and do the

24
19:02

And then Jon Barfield

slides.

It will give you a little bit better idea.
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19:02

Again, my name is Mark Lusk, and comments

1
2

will be referred to me, so feel free to let us know

3

what's going on in your mind.
Basically, the National Environmental

4
19:02

19:02

19:03

19:03

19:04

5

Policy Act is a federal requirement.

Federal agencies

6

who are going to be building something on their own

7

first and at few storage facility, or in this case,

8

(Inaudible)special and do built project (Inaudible)

9

building.
The Department of Energy has to follow

10
11

not only the rules and policies of their own regulations

12

and (Inaudible)for do.

13

with the management involved.

14

good hard look at all the various resources and

15

socioeconomics, you know, whatever, various places that

16

you hang your hat up in at brought Brock project.

17

look at all that, wrap it up and send it to the public

18

for comment.

Basically, it's not familiar
It caused us to take a

We

19

Let's go the next one.

20

Basically since we're saying it's going

21

to a larger standard, that's one of the larger and more

22

onerous reviews we can do because you have high quality

23

information.

24

and have resonated and are awarded that's then before

25

us.

And experts like me here sitting here and

It was reviewed by the department and reviewed to
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19:04

1

make sure everything is done accurately, you know,

2

solicit experts when they can to serve Texas and

3

reorganize, and the EPA.
And of course, we will be excited. The

4
19:04

5

first stage in the process is to come to you and ask you

6

what your comments are, what your concerns are.
As I said, the Department of Energy made

7

19:04

19:05

8

a determination that an environment impact statement

9

would be necessary based on the nature of this project.

10

We made that determination last July.

11

the whole process.

12

today heard of the availability or saw the ad in the

13

paper.

14

Scoping Period, which beginning on the 14th of November

15

will run for about 30 days.

16

please submit your comments by December 14th.

And we must ask you to

Now, kind of alluded to the environmental

18

impact statement and what they are.

19

it's a very comprehensive look at the project.

20

first firms for the project, and we do that two ways.

21

One is why the department's wanting to fund the project

22

and also why EPA (Inaudible)

I mean, basically
The

Now we're moving to various alternatives

23

19:05

I think most of the people here

And that's kicked off what we call the Public

17

19:05

That kicked off

24

to consider.

Will describe the environment that's

25

around, does it affect the environment at all.

What is
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19:05

19:06

1

there now?

2

environmental consequences of the project, and that's to

3

look at various resources areas.

4

resource impacts, socioeconomics, things of that

5

concern.

7

contacting and also your input during the conference.

8

These are the public scoping meetings.

9

up do have comments

you can see the blue line here, that's where we are now.

12

What we're really trying to show you is you're going to

13

have two opportunities to comment on the project.
At this point, it's early in the project

15

stages.

16

are now, what you want us to know, what the stage is, so

17

to make sure we cover everything that is covered by the

18

public's concerns.

You will be commenting on what your concerns

And the second arrow, that is the stage

20

where we have Notice of Intent.

21

commenting on what's in the impact statement itself.

22

And we'll be back, you know, maybe here for another

23

round of public hearings or somewhere in the vicinity.

24
19:07

As

11

19
19:07

And those signed

This is the snapshot of the process.

10

14
19:06

Also what impacts,

And there will be (Inaudible)AC

6

19:06

And then we'll describe the potential

25

At that point, we'll be

And then at that point we would then take
your comments and address it, and incorporate your
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19:07

1

comments addressed initially to us, and be sure to be

2

honest with me today.
Final EIS, and then following the final

3

19:08

4

EIS, there's a 30-day minimum waiting period, and an

5

issue decision, which document the decision to fund the

6

project and making requirement at issue for

7

(Inaudible)in audible and in mitigating or minimized

8

(Inaudible) project before.
This is the dates.

9
19:08

10

the 30th in the scoping period.

11

there.

19:09

19:09

And you see down below

So we're here to listen to you, what your

12

19:08

Here we are, November

13

concerns are, in addition to giving you some more

14

information about the project which will follow shortly.

15

We want to really -- we really want to know what your

16

concerns are and what you think about it and it will

17

help us and get back with you.

18

So please use your comment forms.

19

I guess at this point I'll turn it over

20

shortly to Ted McMahon.

Ted is from the Department of

21

Energy as well, and he's the project manager for the

22

project.

23

MR. MCMAHON:

24

So the project that we're talking about

25

Thank you.

tonight want to talk about CCPI.

CCPI was established
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19:09

19:10

1

in 2002.

2

government and private industry to increase investment

3

in clean coal technology.

4

MS. GATES:

5

MR. MCMAHON:

electricity.
In some of the technology areas of
interest to us are listed up on the slide.

But

10

primarily we're interested in systems that reduce

11

pollution and increase energy efficiency of the -- of

12

coal-fired power systems.
Projects that we fund must be better than

14

technologies that are commercially available.

15

what we're really doing is we're funding projects that

16

develop and demonstrate technologies that are going to

17

increase efficiency, reduce pollution, and increase cost

18

competitiveness of coal-fired power systems.

And so

19

Next slide.

20

We select projects under the CCPI program

21

through open competitions.

22

aspects, environmental, and financial aspects of

23

projects to select them for funding.

24
19:11

CCPI specifically refers

7

13

19:10

She can't hear you.

to -- applies to coal-fired systems that produce

9

19:10

And stress that's help --

6

8

19:10

It's a partnership between the federal

25

We look at technology

We then enter into what's called a
cooperative agreement -- which most people, in common
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19:11

19:11

1

language, would call a contract -- with the -- with the

2

participant.

3

what the objectives of the project are and what the

4

responsibilities of each party are.
And one of the main aspects of the

5
6

project is that the applicant, or the participant, the

7

private sector has to fund at least 50 percent of the

8

project.
Next.

9
19:11

19:11

19:12

19:12

And this cooperative agreement specifies

We've conducted three rounds of the CCPI

10
11

program since 2002, and we're currently in what's called

12

Round 3.

13

sequestering carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired

14

power plants.

And the focus of Round 3 is capturing and

The primary objective is to demonstrate

15
16

new technologies at commercial scale in a commercial

17

setting.

18

and operating power plants.

19

requirements of the program are listed here.

20

That means -- commercial setting means having
And -- and some of the

We're targeting processes that capture

21

CO2 at a 90-percent efficient rate.

22

competitiveness of the capture systems, and that would

23

sequester a minimum of 300,000 tons per year of CO2.

24

We, the Department of Energy, entered

25

That increased cost

into a cooperative agreement with NRG on May 7th of
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19:12

1

2010, and that cooperative agreement calls for DOE to

2

share $167 million in -- of the total project costs.
And this funding that we're using, most

3

19:12

19:13

4

of it, it was appropriated under the -- what's called

5

the Recovery Act of 2009, and the main purposes of the

6

Recovery Act were to create and preserve jobs, to invest

7

in infrastructure, and to invest in energy-efficient

8

systems.

9

objectives there.

So I think we're -- we're meeting those

And a final word is that the Recovery Act

10
11

funds actually expire on September 30th, 2015, so they

12

all have to be spent and utilized by that time.
And so, that's all I have.

13
14
19:13

introduce Jon Barfield who's with NRG and Petra Nova.
MR. BARFIELD:

15

problem with you guys hearing me, right?

17

Outstanding.
Okay.

18

19:13

19:14

I probably don't have any

16

19
20

I guess I'll

You good?

Let's go ahead and see the next

slide.
Briefly, we're going to talk a little bit

21

about the project, what it -- what it consists of, the

22

parts of it, the basic overview.

23

details of it, talk about the time line.

24

seen with what Mark and Ted have shown you, that basic

25

time line for going through the DOE process and ending

We'll go into some
And as you've
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19:14

1

up with the final EIS and Capture System.
So that's what we're here to talk about

2

19:14

3

tonight, is what are the environmental impacts.

4

talk a little bit about the carbon capturing system,

5

kind of in a big box way, so we're not going to go into

6

the nuts and bolts of it.

7

the basics of it, because that's probably all I can do.

8

And then we'll talk about the use of the

9
19:14

19:14

19:15

Just kind of walk you through

carbon that we capture, the CO2 that we captured.

How

10

we transport it through a pipe line and how we're going

11

to use it to -- in enhanced oil recovery.
So why are we conducting this project or

12

19:14

We'll

13

why are we doing this?

Well, one thing is it reduces

14

carbon emissions.

15

We're taking stuff from the gas slip stream, we're

16

purifying it.

17

it, and we're going to put it in a pipeline to use in an

18

oil field that's approximately 80 -- 80 miles away from

19

the power plant.

We're not adding anything new here.

Taking CO2 out of it.

We're compressing

It helps us do a couple of things here.

20
21

One, you hear about carbon dioxide and greenhouse --

22

greenhouse gas and how we need to reduce the CO2

23

emissions.

24

emissions, and we're using them for another purpose.

25

We're putting them in the ground to try and make -- to

Well, we're taking these existing CO2
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19:15

19:15

1

stimulate oil to come up out of the ground.

2

part of it stays in the ground, or comes up with the

3

oil.

4

down into the ground, because it's

5

something to produce it, and because it does, we don't

6

want it to just slip away.

19:15

19:16

it costs us

8

an established energy source, including coal-related

9

jobs.

Big coal-fired power plant, we got lots of coal

10

in the United States, well over a hundred years' supply.

11

So it's to the benefit of this country for us to use

12

coal, and use it responsibly and use it in a

13

environmentally-protected manner as much as we possibly

14

can.

15

And we're driving to develop it at the

16

point of integrated commercial scale.

17

Utilization Sequestration -- that's a big mouthful to

18

say, isn't it -- solutions, combining carbon dioxide

19

capture -- so this is, again, pulling the CO2, purifying

20

it out of the slip stream, the flue gas in our Parish

21

plant and then purifying it, putting it in a pipeline,

22

sending it down the pipeline to use in oil recovery.

23

19:16

We try to recapture that, and put it right back

Modernize coal, maintain its viability as

7

19:15

The CO2

Carbon Capture

And hopefully, that will do another thing

24

for us as well, that is, we're trying to increase U.S.

25

production of oil, and -- and decrease our reliance on
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19:16

1

foreign oil.
So, to continue, we use EOR to produce

2

19:16

3

otherwise unrecoverable oil.

4

with several of you, and I know that you've talked to

5

several other folks from Petra

-- where is she? There

6

she is over there from the URS.

But a lot of the oil

7

that's in the ground is staying in the ground because

8

it's just not very easy to produce.
So what we do by putting the CO2 down

9
19:17

10

into the ground, it acts as a solvent and it gets in the

11

pores of the rocks.

12

back up, and you get otherwise unrecoverable oil.

19:17

19:17

It forces that oil out.

Oil comes

Again, we'll use the revenue from that

13

19:17

And I know I've talked

14

oil produced to offset the costs of this very expensive

15

carbon capturing system that we're putting on our power

16

plant.

17

So there's a lot of benefits here.

18

There's economic benefits because we're producing

19

domestic oil.

20

we're reducing greenhouse gases.

21

helping us to maintain coal as the viable energy

22

resource in this country, of which, again, like I said,

23

this country has a very vast coal reserve.

24

in our best interest to try to utilize that.

25

There's environmental benefits in that
And then it's also

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

And so it's

Question, where is
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19:17

1

it physically (Inaudible.)
MR. BARFIELD:

2
3

19:18

going to take questions otherwise.

4

But what he's talking about is it's not

5

economically recoverable in technology, other than get

6

it under pressure (inaudible)

7

I think we're ready for the next one.

8

So as I said, we have greenhouse gas

9
19:18

production, we hear all this talk about global warming

10

and climate change, and C02 in the atmosphere is

11

causing, you know, global warming.
So we're taking CO2 that's otherwise

12

19:18

13

going to be going up out of our stacks, purifying it,

14

putting it in the ground and using it as a means to

15

recover oil.
Economic development, like I said, we're

16

19:18

17

going to continue to be able to operate our coal-fired

18

plants that provides jobs for people who mine coal.

19

provides people to transport that coal.

20

people who operate coal-fired plants, and it provides

21

jobs for people who work on pipelines.

22

by pipelines that use pipelines to transport CO2, it

23

provides jobs for oil field workers as well.

25

It

It provides

If they're built

And so here we've just got some basic

24
19:19

At this time, we are not

numbers here.

It preserves and extends over a hundred
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19:19

1

existing jobs at the power plant and the oil field,

2

upwards of 500 construction jobs.

3

talking about two different construction projects here,

4

because we have the work that's at the plant that's

5

going to be a carbon capturing system, and then we'll

6

have a pipeline project.

7

overlap, but really the plant work is going to come

8

first and the pipeline will come afterwards.

10

number may -- may increase above that 500 because we're

11

really looking at two different work forces there.

12

nearly 50 permanent jobs that will be created.

14

has a lot of target oil fields that will be great for

15

enhanced oil recovery, and it has the potential to start

16

building an infrastructure that will enable us to

17

become, as a state, and as a region, a world leader in

18

Carbon Capture and Sequestration.
So our purpose is to demonstrate how two

19
19:20

19:20

And

Local opportunities, the Texas gulf coast

13

19:19

And those will slightly

And so at any given time, you know, the

9
19:19

And really, we're

20

distinct sectors in the energy industry could work

21

together to meet common goals -- it's hard to read from

22

here -- of greenhouse gas reduction and enhanced

23

domestic oil reduction by adding our CCUS in our plant

24

and then using that CO2 that we capture for enhanced oil

25

recovery.
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19:20

19:20

The capture system will be in the Parish

1
2

generating station, which is just a short ways from

3

here -- and if you don't know where it is exactly, I'll

4

be happy to talk to you afterwards and show it to you on

5

the map -- here in Fort Bend County.
The pipeline will run from that plant

6
7

down to West Ranch oil field in Jackson County.
The pipeline, as currently envisioned, is

8
9
19:21

19:21

19:21

about 80 miles.

10

different project corridors.

11

pipeline where it, one, minimizes the impact of the

12

environment, minimizes impacts of the land owners.

13

And then two, it's a straight shot.

Where could we put this

I

14

mean, because from an economic perspective, you don't

15

want to build, you know, a hundred miles of pipeline to

16

go 40 miles to deliver a product.

17

we looked at power line corridors.

18

corridors.

19

at combinations of those.

20

pipeline corridors.

And so what we did is
We looked at road

We looked at railway corridors.

We looked

We looked at existing

What we came up with is a combination.

21

19:21

And what we did is we looked at several

22

For about the first half of the project, we'll be

23

following, as currently scoped, the Centerpoint Energy

24

right-of-way.

25

Directly adjacent to that is a
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19:21

19:22

19:22

19:22

1

right-of-way for an energy transport pipeline.

2

two rights-of-way together, I think, comprise of about

3

somewhere between 350 and 400 feet, and our pipeline

4

will actually lay within that existing corridor, or

5

those existing corridors, so there will be no new

6

impacts or no more clearing.

7

variables with respect to impacts on the environment

8

with wetlands, archaeological, historical resources,

9

endangered species, those sorts of things, land use.

11

pipeline corridor, we're following South Texas Electric

12

Co-op.

13

putting it in the existing corridor, and so we're not

14

creating any new impacts, because it will be subsurface

15

structures.

And again, it's an existing corridor, and we're

The EOR operations, like I said, were at

17

West Ranch oil field in Jackson County.

18

existing oil field.

19

producing since the late '30s, early '40s.

20

it continues to produce even today.

21

It's an

It's been an oil field that's been

You see some numbers here.

And -- and

These are

22

very preliminary cost estimates, approximately

23

$845 million for the capture system, the pipeline.

24
19:23

We have pretty well-known

And then for the second half of the

10

16

19:22

Those

25

The Department of Energy has granted
Petra Nova 167 million, but we may get up to
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1

$355 million, and then private investment will cover the

2

rest of the cost of the project.
So capturing CO2 approximately

3

19:23

19:23

19:24

4

1.6 million tons annually, which is equivalent to the

5

CO2 output or greenhouse gas output of a half a million

6

cars.

7

recaptured 90 percent of the CO2 will be removed from

8

it.

9

pipeline.

And from that flue gas, that slip stream

And that will, again, be purified and be put in the

Now, this is a flue gas that comes

10
11

from -- it already has a lot of pollution and reduction

12

already on it.

13

reduction for NOX, remove nitrogen oxide, and flue gas

14

and I've got CO2. Mercury's knocked out and goes through

15

and back out and things like this.
All those things are primary pollutants.

16
17

Most of them are already knocked out, which makes this

18

an ideal candidate for this.
In partnership with the DOE and we're

19
19:24

19:24

So it's gone through a selective

20

trying to demonstrate how we can take this existing

21

technology for capturing carbon and really build it up

22

at a commercial scale.

23

projects, but this is a very large scale project in

24

comparison.

25

There's been some small scale

Now, the technology of using CO2 for EOR
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19:24

1

is not a problem.

2

west Texas for 40-plus years.

3

take CO2 that's naturally produced out of the Cortez

4

stone in Colorado.

5

approximately 3- or 400 miles of pipeline infrastructure

6

and inject it and use that and have been doing that for

7

40 years.

8

technology.

9
19:25

19:25

They pipe it down through

So that -- that piece of the puzzle is proven

While we're doing this, obviously, we're
attaching it to an existing power plant.

11

to make certain that we balance that against not

12

increasing the cost of the electricity that is produced

13

at that power plant.

We also want

One of the goals of DOE's program and one

15

of our goals is, if we can -- if we could commercialize

16

this, if we can prove it on this scale, that will help

17

us in taking and move other projects like this, because

18

there is going to be a need for CO2, for enhanced oil

19

recovery, and there is going to be a need to reduce

20

greenhouse gases in the future.

21

19:25

Gates Oil Field, they

10

14
19:25

It's something that's been done in

So if we can improve this technology at

22

this larger scale, make sure that it's economically

23

viable, make sure that we can do it in a way that

24

protects the public, then we have a template that we can

25

then go forward and use in other coal-fired power
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1

plants.
Here's our timeline.

2

19:26

19:26

3

a little bit earlier, and I think Mark put some slides

4

up on the NEPA process, but this has a little bit more.
Up in -- starting in the upper corner

5
6

there, the feed is the front-end engineering design, so

7

that's where the -- on the power plant side, looking at

8

the carbon capture system, what's required there, how

9

we're going to do that.

19:26

difficulties that we have to overcome.

11

pipeline.

Same with the

So out of that feed, we'll produce output

13

level and

14

assumptions on how we're going to do the work.

have that estimate and have some baseline

The air permit process, because we are

15
16

modifying the emissions at the power plant, we have to

17

get a new air permit for that.

18

application has been prepared, and it's been filed.

19

think it has been declared, at least administratively

20

complete, so it has all the pieces of the puzzle there.

21

And now -- now it's just in the state's hands to review

22

and process.

23

19:27

We have technological

10

12

19:26

We talked about it

That air permit
I

The next bar down you see is NEPA/EIS

24

process, and that's why we're here tonight.

We're here

25

to talk about what the environmental concerns that the
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19:27

19:27

1

public has, making certain we capture those concerns,

2

and then incorporating those into the environmental

3

impact statement.

4

We call this level a scoping meeting

5

because, even though we have a line on the map over

6

there, there may be environmental issues that I haven't

7

caught in my background and research in looking at all

8

the various grids, and so we need to hear from the

9

public, as well as what are their concerns.

10
11

19:27

19:28

19:28

So we look

at a wide variety of things.
Then next year we'll be kickingn off

12

detailed engineering for the plant and pipeline.

That's

13

where we'll get really refined estimates and start

14

talking about, okay, here's the type of equipment we're

15

going to have, here's where we need to purchase it, when

16

are we going to hire contractors to construct both of

17

those pieces, and what -- what things have to happen in

18

sequence to make that occur so that we go into

19

construction --

20

Go back a second.

21

Okay.

22

-- construction at the plant is currently

23

scheduled for the last part of 2012 for the pipeline.

24

There's a little bit more wiggle room there, and that's

25

simply because pipelines are a lot easier to build than
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1

power plants and carbon capturing systems.
And then finally, our Phase 3 is going to

2

19:28

3

be the commericial demonstration.

4

actually delivering CO2 to the field, and as part of

5

that, we have to have a MVA, or monitoring, verifying

6

and accounting for what's happening to the CO2.
We're putting it in the ground, it's

7

19:28

8

staying in the ground, part of it's staying in the

9

ground, and what's coming back up, and the oil and we've

10

recovered that, and we're re-injecting it.
So we want to know what happens to it,

11
12

19:28

19:29

what's the fate of the CO2 in the environment.

13

Okay.

14

So here's a picture of the Parish plant,

15

and you can see the general process here where you have

16

the power plant and there's the flue gas regeneration,

17

the scrubber there.

18

cooled, it goes through an absorber and a stripper that

19

regenerates the insolvent that's used, and the CO2 gets

20

purified.

21

as best as possible.

22

superficial state and then injected into a pipeline.

23

19:29

That's where we're

Next slide.

The flue gas is coming off, it's

All the -- all the stuff is knocked out of it
Then it is pressed into a

At that point, it will be metered going

24

out of the facility, and it will be metered when it's

25

delivered to the customer at the other end of the
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1

pipeline.
As we currently have it planned, we're

2

19:29

19:30

19:30

19:30

19:30

3

looking at a 12-inch pipeline.

It may go up to at least

4

a 16-inch.

5

very preliminary hydraulic models as to whether we're

6

going to have to have pumping stations or booster

7

stations along that line.

8

leaving the plant of about somewhere between 21 and

9

2,500 pounds.

Don't know yet because we're just running

We're looking at a pressure

Again, we're still playing with that hard

10
11

computer modeling in figuring that out.

And then the

12

delivery pressure in the field of about 15 or

13

1,600 pounds.

14

Let's see if there's anything else here.

15

At this -- one other point I'll point out

16

here of all those bullet points is that -- the last

17

bullet point is the existing plant performance will not

18

be degraded and disrupted by the installation of the

19

carbon capture system.

20

In other words, we're not going to rob

21

any electricity to run the carbon capture system.

22

Instead we're going to put a new unit in there that will

23

produce electricity, that will be a natural gas-fired

24

unit to run the Carbon Capture System.

25

be excess power produced.

And there will

It's always a good thing.
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19:31

1

I don't know if anybody was reading the

2

news over this last summer, but we had some days where

3

the Texas power grid was really pretty constrained

4

because it was so darned hot here.

5

me, I run my air conditioner all the time.

6

those people.

7

the back of the grids, that's a good thing.

19:31

19:31

19:31

And so any power that we can produce in

graphs you've seen on one of our posters out here, but

10

it just shows, looking at the graphing itself, where we

11

have the plant, the carbon capture system where the CO2

12

is pulled out of that flue gas on our Parish Unit Number

13

8, and it's one coal-fired unit of four coal-fired units

14

at that plant, and there's also four natural gas units

15

there.

16

We purified the CO2, compress it, put it

17

in the pipeline, send it through the pipeline down into

18

the field.

19

CO2 will stay in the formation some of it will come back

20

up as oil is produced.

21

C02 will be separated out of the oil, re-injected back

22

in the field.

23

19:32

I'm one of

So here, this is, again, one of the

8
9

And if you're like

It's injected into the field.

Okay.

Some of that

When the oil is produced, the

This is our preliminary corridor

24

where I was talking about where we looked at the two

25

power line corridors.

And you will see there in the
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19:32

1

middle that there's two different alternatives.

2

couple of people asked me why do you have two different

3

alternatives there?

4

one pipe -- one power line corridor and go to the other.

5

There's a couple of options there.

6

19:32

19:33

19:33

It's simply where do I come off of

That's a random thing, and so it just

7

depends upon how we can get through that area with the

8

least amount of impact.

9

That area has at least some development.

Most of this is very rural.
If we look at

10

that Alternative 1 central segment, that's coming down

11

and we have the county road over to the south Texas

12

electric co-op corridor there.

13

lower one, that's coming all the way down into

14

Centerpoint, their substation, and then we'll be

15

following another local electric utility line over to

16

this corridor there.

17

to the West Ranch oil field.

18

19:33

And a

And if you look at the

And then it comes all the way down

One of the things that we looked for when

19

we were siting these is, as I said, you know, reducing

20

impacts on creating new corridors, utilizing what was

21

already impacted, making certain that we don't have to

22

clear any new areas, making certain that we avoid known

23

areas of archeological or historical concern, the ranges

24

and threatening endangered species, wetlands impacts,

25

all those things were taken into account when we started
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1

to site this.

2

we could come up with.

3

short as possible as well.

5

to Mark.
MR. LUSK:

6

19:34

19:35

19:35

Okay.

At this point, we are

7

ready to hear your oral comments, and we only have two

8

people signed up to speak.

I assume they're still here.

The first one I have is Mike Trahan.

9
19:34

And it's also designed to be as

And with that, I'm going to turn it over

4
19:33

And this was the cleanest corridor that

10

Actually, I forgot, we need to go over the -- we kind of

11

have some rules here, but we only have two people who

12

are scheduled to speak, so we generally use five minutes

13

at a time. It is okay if one of you want more time,

14

since there is only two of you.
But please say your name.

15

I will give

16

Cindi the list here when I'm done so she'll have the

17

names and spelled correctly.

18

to come up and let us know your name, issue identified

19

yourself.

But basically you're going

And then tell us what your concerns are.

20

When we're done, if anyone else wants to

21

come up afterwards, and put their comment in writing, I

22

probably have time for discussion about the project and

23

to ask question, if you want to ask questions.

24

can do this as an informal process.

25

speak, you can have a chance to do so.

But we

If you want to
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19:35

MR. LUSK:

1
2

you can come sit with Cindi up front by yourself if you

3

don't want to speak in front of everybody and you can

4

dictate your

5

said, simply make a comment in writing.

6

good.

comment to her as well.

19:36

We'll

8

leave -- we'll just leave this up while we're doing the

9

speaking.

It's on the form here as well.
MR. TRAHAN: yes.

10

I'm Mike Trahan, and I

11

am down in Houston.

12

would be is -- will NRG solely own the pipeline?

13

the other question would be, will they be able to use

14

imminent domain to obtain where they're making their

15

crossovers from one right-of-way existing to the other

16

right-of-way existing imminent domain, safe to obtain

17

that property?

19

19:37

That's just as

So go ahead and do the next slide.

My concern is that -- or question

MR. LUSK:

18

19:37

Or you can, as I

All count whatever you want to say.

7

19:36

If you like -- thank you --

Thank you.

And

And I guess next

we have Richard Lord.
MR. LORD: yes, my name is Rick Lord, or

20
21

Richard Lord.

I'm with the Gulf Coast District Council.

22

And I've been told that there's been difficulty getting

23

the payrolls from these DOE-funded projects.

24

be a certified payroll and will it be ready and

25

available for us, or for anyone, to come check out the

Will there
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1

payrolls on the project?
And also, DOE's part of the funding, what

2

19:37

3

percentage of the overall cost is -- I've seen the

4

numbers come up, but I'm just curious, is there a

5

certain magic number or how much it's funded will be

6

available for this project?
MR. LUSK:

7
8

provide oral comment at this time?
MR. GRABLE:

9
19:38

19:39

19:39

Good evening.

I'm Josh

10

Grable.

11

And you all know we have a situation right now with the

12

water, there was a severe drought, and how much more

13

water, if any, would this expansion to the Parish

14

actually use?

I'm also here and as a member of the community.

MR. BAKER:

15

Yes, my name is Mark Baker.

16

I'm a business agent for the pipefitters local, the

17

training program and stuff like this, and I'd like just

18

to express my concerns that I want to know that the

19

highest quality of workers is going to be available at

20

this job.
And also another concern of mine would be

21

19:39

Would anybody else like to

22

if -- will this project have any kind of impact on the

23

cost of electricity to the consumer in any way, anything

24

like that, because what we have with the regeneration

25

process.
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1

MR. LUSK:

2

Anybody else want to revisit something or

3

additional comments from anybody?
Well, anybody have any interest in

4
19:39

5

reconvening more informally and discussing some of these

6

things or -- we can go by the posters and talk about it

7

or -- that's what we've done in the past.

8

people interested, we can go discuss these things.
I thank

10

you.

And I do encourage you all -- I hate to repeat

11

myself over and over, but if you do have comments,

12

please submit the forms and there as good as oral, so

13

send them in.
Hope to see you back in a few months and

14
19:40

If there's

We have your comments on record.

9
19:40

Thank you, Mark.

15

we can talk about the graph.

16

participation.

17
18
19

Thanks for your

Do you guys have any desire to leave a
comment with Cindi?

Okay.

We are good to go?

Okay.

(Proceedings concluded at 7:40 p.m.)

20
21
22
23
24
25
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

1
2

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING

3

November 30, 2011

4
19:40

5
6

Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of Texas,

7

certify that the facts stated in the foregoing pages are

8

true and correct.

9
19:40

19:40

19:40

I, Cindi L. Bench, the undersigned Certified

I further certify that I am neither attorney or

10

counsel for, related to, nor employed by any parties to

11

the meeting in which the comments are taken and,

12

further, that I am not a relative or employee of any

13

parties employed by the parties hereto or financially

14

interested in the action.

15

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO under my hand and seal of

16

office on this the _______ day of _____________________,

17

______.

18

______________________________

19

Cindi L. Bench, CSR
Texas CSR 752
Expiration: 12/31/12
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